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智慧燈明 
 

萬佛放光照此城   萬人思惟道常平 

萬法歸一同開悟   萬眾點起智慧燈 
 

Verse on  Keys to Chan Meditation 
Composed by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 

 
The Brilliance of the Wisdom Lamp  

 
Ten Thousand Buddhas illuminate this city. 

Ten thousand people contemplate the Way, constantly at peace. 

Ten thousand dharmas converge, bringing enlightenment. 

Ten thousand multitudes light the wisdom lamp. 
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 (Continued from issue #206)   
 
 What is meant by Paramita? It is a Sanskrit 
word which in our language means ‘arrived at 
the other shore,’ and is explained as ‘apart from 
production and extinction.’ When one is at-
tached to states of being, production and ex-
tinction arise like waves on water. That is what 
is meant by ‘this shore.’  To be apart from 
states of being, with no production or extinc-
tion, is to be like freely flowing water. That is 
what is meant by ‘the other shore.’ Therefore it 
is called ‘Paramita’.  

    To reach the other shore is to be separated from 
birth and death. This shore is birth and death; the 
other shore is Nirvana. To go from this shore to the 
other, you must cross the great sea of afflictions. 
Because there are afflictions, there is also birth, 
death, and Nirvana. If you have no afflictions, then 
birth and death are Nirvana and Nirvana is birth 
and death. Birth, death, and Nirvana are nothing 
more than names. The absence of birth and death is 
Nirvana. If you have no afflictions, then in the 
midst of birth and death you have no birth and 
death. We are born and we die because of afflic-
tion. Affliction exists because of ignorance; and 
ignorance is simply whatever you don’t under-
stand.  Once you attain thorough understanding 
and knowledge, then it is Prajna. 

When one is attached to states of being, production 
and extinction arise like waves on water. Nirvana 
is like water, which originally has no waves, but 
subsequently produces waves in the presence of 
wind. The wind of ignorance and the waves of af-
fliction are ‘this shore.’ To be apart from states, 
with no production or extinction, is to be like freely 

The Sixth Patriarch’s  
Dharma Jewel  
Platform Sutra 

 
A Simple Explanation by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 
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flowing water. The principle is clear: the nature is like 
water, the water of wisdom. When there are no waves, 
there is no birth and death.  We should work hard on 
this.  When our minds have a lot of extraneous thoughts, 
it is like having a lot of waves. If we get rid of the waves, 
we can end production and extinction, which leads to 
ending birth or death. With production and extinction 
you are on this shore, but if you separate yourself from 
production and extinction you are like freely flowing 
water, permeating the universe with wisdom. That is 
what is meant by ‘the other shore’. Therefore it is called 
‘Paramita’. This section of the sutra text is very useful. If 
you exert your effort to investigate and understand this 
principle, the benefit you obtain will be inexhaustible.  

“Good Knowing Advisors, deluded people recite ver-
bally, but while reciting they harbor improper and 
delusive thoughts. When prajna is applied in every 
thought, that is the true nature. You should under-
stand this dharma, which is the Prajna dharma; and 
cultivate this conduct, which is the Prajna conduct. 
Not to cultivate is to be a common person, but in a 
single thought of cultivation, you are equal to the 
Buddhas.”  

   If you practice in accordance with Prajna in every 
thought, you will not do stupid things. This is cultivating 
from your inherent true nature. If you understand this 
dharma, you realize that Prajna is to refrain from stupid-
ity and not engaging in muddled actions. There are lots of 
stupid and muddled actions that should not be done, but 
you do them anyway. The most critical one is engaging 
in sexual desire. This is basically something you should 
not do, but when you get befuddled, you forget all about 
prajna  and  paramita,  and  plunge  headlong into  the 
quicksand of sexual desire. Alas! People like doing crazy 
stuff over practicing the way of Prajna. Not doing stupid 
things is following the conduct of Prajna. If you choose 
not to practice Prajna, you are a commoner. If you choose 
to practice Prajna, you must cut off desire and love. The 
absence of sexual desire is the practice of Prajna and in a 
single  thought  of  cultivation,  you  are  equal  to  the 
Buddhas.  

“Good  Knowing  Advisors,  common  people  are 
Buddhas; and, affliction is Bodhi. Deluded thoughts 
of the past are the thoughts of a common person. 
Enlightened thoughts of the future are the thoughts 
of a Buddha. Past thoughts that are attached to states 
of being are afflictions; and, future thoughts that are 
apart from states of being are Bodhi.”  
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     Where does the Buddha come from? He starts out as 
a common person. Yes, the Buddha was a common 
person  who  cultivated  and  eventually  achieved 
Buddhahood. Why are we common people? It is simply 
because we do not cultivate the Prajna dharma. Our na-
ture flows out and becomes emotion; our emotions flow 
out and become desire; and we find ourselves so entan-
gled that we cannot extricate ourselves. If we can re-
verse to our own nature, tranquil and unmoved by ig-
norance, then, that is the Buddha.   

    “Affliction is Bodhi.” Without affliction, there is no 
Bodhi. So you say, “Then I will not get rid of my af-
flictions. I will keep them.” If you keep them, they are 
still afflictions, and afflictions are just afflictions. You 
should use a scientific method to experiment with this. 
How? Return to your original nature. To illustrate this, 
let us take the palm and the back of the hand. The palm 
represents affliction; the back of the hand, bodhi. All 
you need to do is flip it over and everything is all right, 
nothing more and nothing less. It is just that slight dif-
ference. Once you flipped it over, then afflictions turn to 
bodhi. I have often said:                   

Affliction is Bodhi, ice is water, 
Birth and death and Nirvana are empty dharmas. 

If you understand this, then both people and dharmas 
are emptied. If you do not understand, then you are still 
attached to dharma.   

         Deluded thoughts of the past are the thoughts of a 
common person. Enlightened thoughts of the future are 
the thoughts of a Buddha. With stupid thoughts, you are 
a common person; with wisdom and enlightenment, you 
are a Buddha. Past thoughts that are attached to states 
of being are afflictions. Future thoughts that are apart 
from states of being are Bodhi. When thoughts are at-
tached to states, afflictions arise. You may think, “This 
is San Francisco. It surely isn’t the same as New York!” 
Fundamentally, San Francisco and New York are the 
same in the sense that both are big metropolises. But 
you stubbornly make distinctions. “In San Francisco,” 
you insisted, “there is no snow, but New York has lots 
of snow.” This is the working of your discriminating 
mind.  If you are unattached to states of being, you will 
not have so many afflictions. If you do not use your 
discriminating mind, afflictions will not arise. If you 
adamantly cling to your discrimination that San Fran-
cisco and New York are entirely different, then afflic-
tions arise. If you regard San Francisco and New York 
as empty, then why bother to discriminate one from the 
other.  In the absence of discrimination, there is Bodhi.  
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       Talking about putting down all discrimination is 
easy; walking the talk is a whole different matter. When 
you understand this kind of state, then ‘home’ and 
‘country’ cease to exist. There is nothing at all. This is to 
“produce that thought which is nowhere supported.” It is 
also to “produce that body which is nowhere supported.” 
Not dwelling anywhere, you can manifest a body that 
can go everywhere. Is this not wonderful dharma? It is 
nothing less than Bodhi. There’s no need to sigh. If you 
can be enlightened, then let it be.  If not, take your time 
and you will eventually get there.  There is a verse:  

With the Nature in Samadhi and Demons subdued,  
everyday is bliss. 

With no false thoughts rising,  
everywhere is peace. 

When your nature is in samadhi, there is not much false 
thinking. Everyday you are happy and at peace. Why are 
you unhappy now? It is because of false thoughts. 
Without false thoughts, every place is the Land of Ulti-
mate Bliss.  

“Good Knowing Advisors, Maha Prajna Paramita is 
the most honored, supreme, and foremost. It does 
not stay; it does not come or go. All Buddhas of the 
three periods of time emerge from it. You should use 
great wisdom to break through the afflictions and 
wearisome defilements of the five skandhas. If you 
cultivate this way, you will certainly realize the Bud-
dha Way, transforming the three poisons into mo-
rality, concentration, and wisdom.  

     The Great Master further said, “Within your self na-
ture are limitless wisdom and the dharma of Maha Pra-
jna  Paramita.  You  are  inherently  equipped  with 
these.  Hence, you need not seek them externally. It does 
not stay; it does not come or go. The Prajna wisdom of 
your self-nature is unattached. All Buddhas of the Three 
Periods of Time (Past, Present, Future) emerge from 
Maha Prajna Paramita – the most honored, supreme, 
foremost dharma. You should use this great wisdom to 
break through the afflictions and defilements of the Five 
Skandhas.  If you use small wisdom, you would not be 
able to break through form, feeling, cognition, forma-
tions and consciousness. If you cannot regard the afflic-
tions of the Five Skandhas as empty, you cannot cut-off 
the wearisome defilements. If you wish to have genuine 
Prajna, you must illumine the Five Skandhas and see that 
they are all empty.  The Heart Sutra states, “When 
Avalokiteshvara Bodhisattva was practicing the pro-
found prajna paramita time and again, he illuminated the 
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five skandhas and saw that they are all empty.”  Pay at-
tention here that Avalokiteshvara Bodhisattva practiced 
Prajna Paramita many, many times. If this practice is not 
applied often enough, one would not be able to illumine 
the five skandhas and see them as empty; one would not be 
able to get rid of the afflictions and wearisome defile-
ments.  If you can intensively and extensively practice the 
profound Prajna Paramita, you will certainly realize the 
Buddha Way.  It is up to you to transform the Three Poi-
sons of greed, hatred and stupidity into morality, concen-
tration, and wisdom. Transformed, you will dwell in Pra-
jna; otherwise, you stay deluded.  

“Good Knowing Advisors, this Dharma-door that I 
teach produces 84,000 forms of wisdom from one sin-
gle Prajna. Why? It is because worldly people have 
84,000 kinds of defilement. With no defilement, wis-
dom is always manifested, not alienated from the self-
nature. Those who understand this dharma is nowhere 
in thoughts, nowhere in recollection, nowhere in at-
tachment, and free of delusions. Use your own true 
suchness nature, and, by means of wisdom, contem-
plate and illumine all dharmas without grasping or 
rejecting them. That is to see one’s own nature and 
realize the Buddha Way. Good Knowing Advisors, if 
you wish to enter the extremely profound Dharma 
realm and Prajna samadhi, you must cultivate the 
practice of Prajna, uphold and recite The Diamond 
Prajna Sutra.  This way you will see your own nature.”  

 “Good Knowing Advisors! This dharma-door that I teach 
produces immeasurable prajna from one single form of 
prajna.  It gives rise to 84,000 kinds of wisdom.  Why is 
there a need for 84,000 (This term is used in the general sense for 
a great number.) kinds of wisdom? It is because worldly 
people are beset with 84,000 forms of wearisome defile-
ments. Transformed, the wearisome defilements become 
prajna.   Transformed,  your  inherent  wisdom  mani-
fests.  Nevertheless, prajna wisdom is not apart from the 
self nature. Understanding this dharma, you are nowhere 
in thoughts, nowhere in recollection, nowhere in dwell-
ing.  As a result, you are free of delusive thoughts. Do not 
use your knowledge and discrimination to contemplate on 
all dharmas. Use the prajna wisdom latent in your inherent 
Buddha nature.  Neither grasping nor rejecting, this is 
seeing one’s self-nature and attaining the Buddha Way.  

    If you wish to enter the Sutra treasury and have wisdom 
like the sea, if you wish to obtain the nourishment of the 
dharmas and the wonderful Prajna Samadhi, you must 
cultivate the Prajna conduct, and also uphold and recite 
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The Diamond Prajna Sutra. Because the Sixth Patri-
arch became enlightened upon hearing The Diamond 
Sutra, he encouraged everyone, “You should all recite 
and uphold The Diamond Sutra. Do not forget. If you 
can recite and uphold The Diamond Sutra, you will be 
able to see your own nature.”  

    When reciting Sutras, you should not give rise to 
false thinking and extraneous thoughts. Once there 
was a man who recited The Diamond Sutra every day. 
One night he dreamt that a ghost asked him to take 
him across to a more favorable rebirth just as we per-
form the Ullambana ceremony on the fifteenth day of 
the seventh month in order to take across parents from 
the present and past lives. The ghost said, “Please re-
cite a Sutra to take me across.” “How many times 
shall I recite it?” the man asked.  The ghost said, “One 
recitation will be enough.” The next day, halfway 
through the recitation, the man’s servant brought him 
a cup of tea. He pushed the cup aside, thinking, “I do 
not want it,” and continued to recite. That evening the 
ghost returned. “You promised to recite the Sutra for 
me,” he said, “but you only recited half of it.” “What 
do you mean?” the man replied, “I recited the whole 
Sutra.”  

    The ghost said, “You recited the whole Sutra, but 
halfway through you thought, ‘I do not want it,’ so the 
merit from the second half of the recitation was lost.”  

    Thinking back, the man remembered that he ‘did 
not want’ the tea, not the sutra! Just these three addi-
tional  unspoken  words  “do  not  want”,  halfway 
through the recitation, made the ghosts and spirits 
think that he did not want the merit. Probably the 
ghosts took the merit for themselves. Realizing this, 
the man said, “Okay! I will recite it for you again.” 
This time he recited without interruption and the next 
evening the ghost happily bowed to him in gratitude 
for the compassionate recitation.  

    So when you recite The Diamond Sutra do not add 
the extra words “do not want.” If you recite, “Subhuti 
(It was Subhuti, the Buddha’s disciple foremost in understanding 
emptiness, that the Buddha addressed when he spoke The Dia-
mond Sutra.), Subhuti, I do not want,” Subhuti will take 
leave. Reciting The Diamond Sutra is very efficacious. 
By upholding The Diamond Sutra, you will see your 
self- nature.   

 (To be continued ..) 
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     Su Dung Po was a government official in both 
Su and Zhen Jiang Provinces.  When he officiated 
in Su Province, Dhyana Master Fo Yin came to 
see him.  The  guard at the door approached Su 
Dung Po to announce, “A monk has requested to 
see Your Honor.”  Su Dung Po said to his guard, 
“You go and tell this monk, ‘The Honorable Of-
fice is ablaze in red.’”  The Honorable Office re-
fers to Su Dung Po himself.  He was revered be-
cause of his position and was the most honored 
official in Su Province at the time.  The burning 
fire was blazing red in color. “See what he has to 
say.  You should tell him properly in a tone that is 
neither too forceful nor too soft.   Just say it 
nicely.”  The door guard then went and told Dhy-
ana Master Fo Yin, “The Honorable Office is 
ablaze in red.”  Dhyana Master Fo Yin replied, 
“Outside the door is a piece of iron.”  The soldier 
did not understand, but reported his answer to Su 
Dung Po.  As soon as Su Dung Po heard it, he said, 
“Quickly, go and invite him to come in.”  
 
       Fo Yin was carrying a staff.  After he entered 
the door, he put his staff on the stairs and made a 
half bow to Su Dung Po.  Su Dung Po asked, 
“Why does a mountain monk bow to a noble-
man?” He was asking why a cultivator from the 
mountains should make a half bow to a govern-
ment official.  

宣
公
上
人
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美
國
舊
金
山
佛
教
講
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1971 

Excerpt from the Hundred-day Chan Session 
Lectured by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua at the Buddhist Lecture Hall in San Francisco, 1971 

Dhyana Master Fo Yin 

—錄自百日禪— 
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      Dhyana Master Fo Yin said, “The great sea ulti-
mately swallows up all small rivers. Last night while I 
watched from Hu Qiu (‘Tiger Hillock’) Mountain, a 
bright crescent moon shone over Su Province.”  As 
soon as Su Dung Po heard this, ha! He quickly put on a 
“tall hat.” He was elated because Fo Yin had referred to 
him as a bright crescent moon.  Ordinarily a left-home 
person would not even bow to an emperor. Su Dung Po 
wondered why a mountain monk would bow to a gov-
ernment official or a nobleman  He was thinking, “Now 
that he has made a half-bow to me, does he want 
something from me?” Then Fo Yin  said,” Small rivers 
eventually will end in the sea.  Last night I watched 
from the peak of Hu Qiu and saw a bright crescent 
moon shining upon this city in Su province.”  A bright 
crescent moon  refers to Su Dung Po.  It’s like saying 
that he could illuminate the great earth with his bright-
ness.  So, Su Dung Po liked wearing this tall hat and 
invited  Fo  Yin  to  be  seated.   They  talked  and 
talked.  Affinity soon grew between the two and later 
they became friends.  

    Su Dung Po was an arrogant man.  After they be-
came friends, he always thought that he could outwit 
the monk.  One day,  Su Dung Po sat in medita-
tion.  Afterwards, he wrote a verse:  

I bow to the god among gods; 
The light between his brows  

illuminates the great thousand worlds. 
Unmoved when the Eight Winds blow, 
I sit upright in a purple-golden lotus.  

I bow to the god among gods, the god among gods is 
the Buddha.  I saw the light between his brows shining 
throughout  the  Three  Thousand  Great  Thousand 
worlds. Unmoved when the Eight Winds blow,    

The Eight Winds are: 
1. Praise – To laud someone.  
2. Ridicule – To mock or scorn.  For example, if you are 
a bad person to begin with, the person will say,” He is 
not b-a-a-a-d” by prolonging the word ‘bad’.  Once this 
tone is set, the flavor changes.  It is like milk.  Before 
the flavor changes, it is drinkable.  Once the flavor 
changes it goes bad and you will get diarrhea if you 
drink it. Therefore, even though the words are the 
same, saying it in a different tone will change the 
meaning from good to bad.  This is called ridicule.  
3. Suffering – It means a lot of agonies.  
4. Happiness – It means pleasure or joy.  
5. Gain – What one obtains.  
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 6. Loss – What one loses  
7. Benefit – Profits one reaps.  
8. Destruction – Deterioration and defeat.  
There is another list of the Eight Winds: Praise, Ridi-
cule, Suffering, Happiness, Benefit, Destruction, Honor 
and  Slander.  Slander  means  to  disparage  or  de-
fame.  Honor means to respect greatly. Unmoved when 
the Eight Winds blow; whether it is praise, ridicule, 
suffering, happiness, gain, loss, benefit or destruction, 
my mind remains unmoved.  I sit upright in a purple-
golden lotus flower.  
 
     Having written this verse, Su Dung Po looked at it 
once and thought “Not bad.” Looking at it twice again it 
still looked good. He thought, “Fo Yin can’t possibly 
write such a fine verse!” Therefore, he sent a servant to 
travel from the south side of the Yangtze River to the 
north side, to deliver this verse to Dhyana Master Fo 
Yin at Gold Mountain Monastery.  
 
      After Dhyana Master Fo Yin read the verse, he 
grabbed his brush and wrote down two words: “Fart, 
fart” and gave it to the servant to take back.  
 
       Su Dung Po thought that Fo Yin would strike up a 
Chan banter and would certainly reply with another 
verse.  When he opened the letter, he saw nothing but 
the two words “Fart, fart”.  Su Dung Po was outraged, 
“This is absurd! How dare he!  He doesn’t know any-
thing at all.  Why is he scolding me?”  In China, if a 
person says “fart” to someone, it is a rebuke.  Immedi-
ately, Su Dong Po rushed from the south side of the 
Yangtze River to the north side to have it out with 
Dhyana Master Fwo Yin. “This monk, who has been 
studying the Buddhadharma, in the end, only learned 
how to scold people!” He was quite angry. “Ah! How 
dare you reply to my verse with ‘fart’!” 
 
      Fo Yin said, “Oh! So you’re unmoved by the Eight 
Winds?  Just by making two farts I have blown you all 
the way across the Yangtze River.  You can’t even tol-
erate two farts!”  Then Su Dung Po thought, “That’s 
right.  I  claimed  to  be  unmoved  by  the  Eight 
Winds.  How was it that when I was scolded, I burned 
with anger?  I still don’t have what it takes!” Feeling 
dejected,  he  admitted  his  failure  and  went  back 
home.  After he returned,  he still could not accept it. “It 
is absurd to say that I farted!  This is not a small de-
feat.  I must find a way to triumph over him!” 
 

 (To be continued ..) 
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 What do we cultivate the Way for? It's for the sake 
of attaining permanence, bliss, true self, and purity. 

We want to attain the ultimate, true happiness. 
 
     When Shakyamuni Buddha was sitting under the 
Bodhi tree, one night he saw a bright star and exclaimed, 
“Strange indeed!” three times. He said, “All living be-
ings possess the Thus Come One’s wisdom and virtuous 
characteristics, but because of their false thoughts and 
attachments, they cannot realize them.” Then the Bud-
dha went to Deer Park to teach the first five Bhikshus, of 
whom Ajnatakaundinya was one, by turning the Dharma 
wheel and explaining the Four Noble Truths. On the first 
turning of the Dharma Wheel, the Manifestation Turn-
ing, the Buddha said:  

This is suffering; it is oppressive. 
This is accumulation; it is incurred.  
This is cessation; it can be realized. 
This is the Way; it can be cultivated. 

Suffering oppresses people, causing them to undergo 
endless births and deaths. It is oppressive. But people 
should know that -- 

Enduring suffering puts an end to suffering.  
Enjoying blessings uses up blessings. 

We should accept whatever suffering we are supposed to 
undergo. After we have gone through it, it is over and 
done with. Enjoying blessings includes indulging in 
eating, drinking, and having fun, all of which waste our 
energy.  Lingering in this world of temptations, drifting 
through birth and death, we got so muddled and do not 
know how to return.  This is truly a case of not knowing 
how to end suffering. In the midst of suffering, we take it 
as happiness; this is being upside-down. 

 
     “This is accumulation; it is incurred.” We accumulate 
afflictions upon ourselves. We bring them upon our-
selves within our own minds. When the mind comes into 
being, all phenomena come into being. When the mind 
ceases to exist, all phenomena cease to exist. The root of 
all afflictions is attachment. We incur afflictions because 
of selfishness and delusion. If you are internally weak, 
you will contract sickness from the outside. If you didn't 
have afflictions inside you, you wouldn't attract external 

佛陀 
Buddha 

  

A talk given by Venerable Master Hua on October 25, 1990 in Grenoble, France 
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 afflictions. As the saying goes, “When there is a great 
man in the house, great men come to the door. When 
there is a petty man in the house, petty men come to 
the door.” Whatever you have inside of you, that’s 
what you will attract from the outside. That’s how 
afflictions are brought on. 

 
     “Living beings are boundless; I vow to save them. 
Afflictions are endless; I vow to cut them off.” Living 
beings are in the sea of suffering, and we must rescue 
them. Our afflictions have no end to them, and so we 
want to sever them. Yet the Sutras say, “Afflictions 
are Bodhi, and birth and death is Nirvana.” If we cut 
off afflictions, are we cutting off Bodhi as well? Bo-
dhi cannot be cut off, and afflictions don’t need to be 
cut off either. We should turn afflictions into Bodhi, 
just like ice melts to become water. The ice is afflic-
tion, and the water is Bodhi. Ice is water, and water is 
ice. If you can recognize your afflictions, you have 
ended them. If you can’t recognize them, they are still 
afflictions. When we say to cut off afflictions, we 
mean to turn them around. One side is afflictions, the 
other is Bodhi; all you have to do is flip sides. 

 
     In cultivation, do not seek things that are high and 
far away, and fail to recognize that the Way is right in 
front of you. If you seek the Way in far away places, 
you are renouncing what is close at hand. If, in your 
own daily life, you can be aware of everything you 
do, if you can awaken to all your habits and faults, 
and get rid of all your defilements, just that is the 
Buddhadharma. And so there is a saying:  
 

Everything is easy to deal with, 
But a bad temper is hard to change. 

If you can really never get angry,  
You have a priceless jewel. 

If you can also not blame others, 
Then everything will turn out well. 

If you are never troubled by afflictions,  
How can offenses find you? 

If you're always looking at others’ faults,  
Your own suffering hasn’t ended yet. 
 

       Where can you find a priceless jewel? If you 
don’t have a temper, that is a priceless jewel. Next, if 
you don’t condemn others, nor rebuke heaven and 
blame others, then everything will go well. If you get 
afflicted, then your karmic creditors will come look-
ing for you. If you never get afflicted, your karmic 
creditors won’t be able to find you. If you spend all 
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 your time picking out others’ faults and nagging at 
others morning till night, you’re just washing other 
people’s dirty laundry. 

 
     “This is the Way; it can be cultivated.” Earlier we 
talked about suffering and afflictions. Suffering op-
presses us, and we bring afflictions upon ourselves. 
What should we do? We should cultivate the Way, 
and then we can end suffering, cut off afflictions, and 
attain Bodhi. That’s why it’s said that the Way is 
something we can cultivate. 

 
    “This is cessation; it can be realized.” What do we 
cultivate the Way for? It’s for the sake of attaining 
permanence, bliss, true self, and purity. We want to 
attain the ultimate, true happiness.  
 

It was for the sake of attaining ultimate happi-
ness that Shakyamuni Buddha, when he was a youth 
cultivating in the Himalayas in a previous life, gave up 
his life for half a verse. The story goes like this: 

 
Shakyamuni Buddha’s previous incarnation heard a 
rakshasa ghost reciting a verse: 

All things are impermanent; 
They are subject to production and extinction. 

Everything in this world is temporary; every-
thing comes into being and then ceases to be. Hearing 
this verse, the Buddha’s previous incarnation asked 
the ghost, “The verse you’re reciting should have four 
lines. You’ve only recited two lines. Why don’t you 
recite the last two lines for me?” 

 
    The ghost answered, “I'm starving. I don’t have the 
energy to recite the last two lines. If you want me to 
recite them, I have to eat a human being before I can 
do so.”  
 
     The Buddha said, “I’m willing to let you eat me. 
Recite those two lines, and then you can devour me.” 
The ghost said, “How can I recite them if I don’t have 
any energy?＂ 

 
      The Buddha continued pleading the ghost until 
finally the ghost took pity on him and recited:  

When production and extinction are extinguished, 
That quiescence is bliss. 

There is production followed by extinction, 
extinction followed by production. When production 
and extinction are both finished, that quiescence is 
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 happiness. After the Buddha heard these two lines, 
the ghost got ready to eat him. 

 
     The Buddha said, “Now that you’ve recited the 
verse for me, we ought to preserve it in the world. If 
we don’t, it will be gone. Wait as I carve this verse 
onto the tree trunk, and then you can eat me.” Then 
the Buddha carved it into the tree. When he was done, 
the ghost was again going to eat him, but the Buddha 
said, “I still don’t think it is good enough. I should 
carve this verse onto a rock. Carvings on the tree, 
with the onslaught of rain and wind, will wear down 
and disappear. If I carve it on a rock, it will never 
wear away.” Then he carved the verse onto a rock.  
Having completed, he invited the ghost to eat him. 

 
     The rakshasa ghost suddenly rose into the air and 
vanished. Actually, the rakshasa ghost was a heav-
enly being who came to test the Buddha to see if he 
was really without a notion of self, and if he was not 
attached to his physical body. Then the heavenly be-
ing manifested itself and said, “You are a true culti-
vator of the Way. Not long from now you will attain 
Buddhahood.” 

 
    On the second turning of the Dharma Wheel, the 
Exhortation Turning, the Buddha said:  
 

This is suffering; you should know it. 
This is accumulation; you should cut it off.  

This is the Way; you should cultivate it.  
This is cessation; you should realize it. 
 

On the third turning, the Certification turning, the 
Buddha said,  

This is suffering;  
I already know it and need not know it further. 

This is accumulation;  
I have already cut it off  

and need not cut it off anymore. 
This is the Way; I have already cultivated it  

and need not cultivate it further. 
This is cessation; I have already realized it  

and need not realize it anymore. 
 

     That was the Three Turnings of the Four Noble 
Truths by the Buddha in Deer Park. The time is up for 
this evening, so I can only recite the verses for you. 
Okay. I wish everyone a good night. 
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2009 9    Schedule of Events – September of  2009 

Sun Mon Tue Wed 四Thu 五Fri 六Sat 

◎  
      Great Compassion Repentance   
      12:30 pm  
 
  

1◎      

 
Great Strength 
Bodhisattva’s 
Birthday  

2◎  3◎ 

Ullambana  
(Actual Day)           

4◎  

 

5◎   

Instilling  
Goodness  
Chinese 
School —
Semester  
Begins   

6 
 

Recitation of Earth Store Sutra 
8:00 am — 3:00 pm  

 

7◎  8◎        9◎     10◎          11◎          12◎      

 
Dragon Tree 
Bodhisattva’s 
Birthday  
(Actual Day)  

13  
  

Celebration of Earth Store 
Bodhisattva’s Birthday              
8:00 am — 3:00 pm 

14◎               15◎          16◎           17◎   18◎         
  

Earth Store 
Bodhisattva’s 
Birthday  
(Actual Day)  

 
Venerable Master  
Hsu Yun’s  
Birthday                                 

19◎     

20          

 
Dharma Assembly of 
Amitabha Buddha  
Recitation 8:00 am—10:00 am 

Liberating Life  
Ceremony 1:00 pm —3:00 pm 

21◎          

Venerable Six 
Patriarch’s  
Nirvana day    
 

22◎          23◎        24◎  

          
25◎      26◎      

 
 

27                           
 

Recitation of   
Shurangama Mantra  
8:00 am — 3:00 pm  
 
 

28◎       

Monthly  
Memorial of   
Venerable  
Master Hua                                                       

 
                  

29◎                    
 

30◎  
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2009 10    Schedule of Events – October of 2009 

Sun Mon Tue Wed 四Thu 五Fri 六Sat 

1◎        

 

2◎ 

 

3◎     

4                                                            
大悲  

Recitation of   Great Compassion Mantra 
8:00 am—3:00 pm 

5◎  6◎        7◎        8◎ 9◎  

 
10◎        

 
Burning Lamp 
Buddha’s Birthday 

11                                                                   
 

Dharma Assembly of Amitabha Buddha  
Recitation 8:00 am—10:00 am 

Liberating Life  
Ceremony 1:00 pm —3:00 pm 

12◎             13◎            14◎                          
 

15◎          
 

16◎  

 

17◎                     

18                                                                                                        
 Recitation of Earth Store Sutra 

8:00 am — 3:00 pm  

19◎            20◎ 21◎           

 

22◎                  23◎                  24◎               

25 
 

Recitation of  Shurangama Mantra  
8:00 am — 3:00 pm  

26◎ 27◎                     

Monthly Memorial of 
Venerable Master Hua                                      

◎ Great Compassion  Repentance  12:30 pm  

 

28◎                  29◎          

Venerable  
Master Hsu Yun’s 
Nirvana day                

30◎                  31◎                 


